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I’d like to focus our time on high level market drivers and impact to the 2024 renewal cycle. So to jump right in, let’s look at some market conditions. 
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Overall Market 
Conditions and 
(Re)Insured Impact
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2024 U.S. Economic Outlook Expectations

Economic growth is likely to decelerate.  Labor markets are showing signs of normalization.   

Inflation trends are cooling, but likely to remain above the Fed’s 2% 
target through 2024.

Core goods inflation dropped from a peak of 12.4% in February 2022 to 
0% in October 2023. 

We assume the hiking cycle is over, leaving the Fed Funds on hold at 
5.25%-5.5% until the middle of 2024.

Forecasted 25 bps cuts at each meeting beginning in June, bringing the 
Fed Funds target range to 4.00%-4.25% at end of 2024

2024 Economic Outlook: Insights & Trends | J.P. Morgan (jpmorgan.com))

https://www.jpmorgan.com/insights/outlook/economic-outlook/economic-trends
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Components of the Combined Ratio, 
Property/Casualty Insurance, 2014–2023

1. Includes Dividend Ratio not shown in table above
2. Results are through June
Source: 2023 National Association of Insurance Commissioners

Year Loss ratio Expense ratio Combined ratio1

2014 70.7% 27.6% 98.8%
2015 69.3% 27.7% 97.6%
2016 71.4% 27.7% 99.7%
2017 73.0% 27.0% 100.6%
2018 68.9% 26.9% 96.3%
2019 70.0% 27.1% 97.6%
2020 68.6% 27.5% 97.7%
2021 69.6% 26.7% 96.9%
2022 73.5% 25.8% 99.8%
20232 78.6% 25.2% 104.2%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What you’re looking at here is Loss Ratios and Combined ratios for the P/C insurance industry through June for the last 10 years. From the report itself: The first half of 2023 was challenging for P&C insurers due to continued inflationary pressures and natural catastrophes which led to the largest mid-year underwriting loss in over a decade and drove net income down nearly 70% compared to a year ago. While the long trend of industry profits continued into the first half of 2023, operating results in the second half of the year have the potential to be impacted by several factors including, natural catastrophes, economic inflation, and high reinsurance costs.All of these will end up having an impact in 2024 renewals. https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/cipr-report-property-casualty-mid-year-2023.pdf 
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Market Dynamics

Shift in 
Investments

Pressure 
easing but 
still focus on 
Underwriting

 Interest Rates – highest in 22 
years

 Investment Income – improving 

 Prudent Underwriting Decisions
 Underwriting Results

This market dynamic should relieve
some pressure on underwriting 
results.

There should be some stabilization 
in rate for longer tail lines.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The end of 2022 saw a turn in interest rates. The leads to insurers and reinsurers making more investment income and provides greater comfort with covering their longer tail liabilities. In 2023, we reached our highest interest rate since 2000.This market dynamic should relieve some pressure on underwriting results. However, with the continued high levels of inflation – economic and social, insurers are still hesitant and will continue to make prudent decisions with a continued eye on UW results. The upside message here is that there should be some stabilizing for longer tail lines 
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Market Pressures

Inflation Labor Shortage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inflation and labor shortages continue to be high pressures for the public entity market.I want to spend a few minutes talking about these market pressures. You can expect to continue hearing about these pressures this year. Inflation affects not only the prices of various products or services; it also raises the costs of rebuilding.  Materials necessary to rebuild may be more expensive or harder to het ahold of in this environment.  It’s important to note that economic inflation is different from social inflation.  We’ll discuss both today. 
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How has inflation affected insurance rates?

Property











Auto/GL













Professional











TIV increase

Cost of labor and materials

Higher operating costs

High demand/Low supply

Added pressure from
increased Cat exposures

Cost of labor and materials

Rising defense costs

Higher settlement values

Nuclear Verdicts & Settlements

Higher operating costs

Increase in reserves

Rising defense costs

Higher settlement values

Nuclear Verdicts & Settlements

Higher operating costs

Increase in reserves

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In practical terms,  here is what inflation could mean for you and for insurers. 
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Labor Shortage
Public Entity Challenges

Retirements Tech

Bus Drivers Teachers Police

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Great resignation has shifted to more traditional labor shortage, but is really leaving Public Entities in a hard spot A few examples include:Bus drivers – recruiting city and school bus drivers.  Routes are being reduced.  There is concern about reducing standards of quality, especially for school bus drivers.  Some school districts have circumvented this by staggering start times for elementary, middle, and high schools.Police officers – law enforcement agencies are struggling to recruit and hire quantity and quality of trainable officers.  Teachers – public education is struggling to hire, particularly special needs and aide workers.  Tech – it’s been challenging for awhile to hire technology positions within government.  This could change with some of the reductions at Amazon, Microsoft, and other tech giants Aging workforce – think about pool administrators and the demographics around that skill set Religious Institutions
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Labor Shortage - CA
Public Entity Challenges

Public Policy Institute of California

https://www.ppic.org/blog/californias-notable-declines-in-law-enforcement-staffing/
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Labor Shortage - CA
Public Entity Challenges

Calmatters.org

In Summary

California’s schools are struggling to staff up – despite billions in state money 
flowing to school districts to remedy teach shortages. Grants have helped but, 
educators say, they aren’t enough.

https://calmatters.org/education/k-12-education/2022/03/california-teacher-shortage/


• Property/TIV
• Ensure values are accurate
• Address greatest risks
• Work to understand the broader market

• What happens elsewhere in the world affects you
• Consider a new mix for coverage

Market Conditions – (Re)Insured Impact
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• Auto Liability/General Liability
• Techniques to combat nuclear verdicts
• Loss control is critical. What are you doing to reduce frequency & severity?

• Tell that story!
• Good communication with your carrier

Market Conditions – (Re)Insured Impact
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How CA is viewed in 
the Insurance 
Industry and 
(Re)Insured Impact

Image: Laurence Dutton / Getty Images

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Jurisdictional Challenges
These areas are all interrelated

West Coast
 CA, OR, WA – 

now includes CO
 Significant 

increase 
in claims values

Tort Reform
 Increasing or 

eliminating tort 
caps
 Reduced or 

eliminated 
Immunities

Judicial 
Hellholes
West Coast is 
problematic,
but there are 
issues across the 
country

Social Inflation 
and Nuclear 
Verdicts
Disproportionate
claim values

Each of these pieces exacerbates complex and sensitive claims.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I believe almost everyone here has experienced at least one of these challenges within their claims recently. I call out the west coast specifically here because we’ve seen frequency and severity of these trends in the states listed. We’ve seen several states like Colorado, North Dakota, and Florida consider changes to tort caps and immunities. Tort reform changes have impact on claim frequency and severity, and therefore have an impact on the underwriting and pricing of your account. I’ll spend a couple of minutes going into a little more detail on Judicial Hellholes, Social inflation, and nuclear settlements.
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Judicial Hellholes 
2023/2024

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

Georgia 

Cook County, IL

California

New York City, NY

South Carolina
Asbestos Litigation

Louisiana

St. Louis, MO

Source: ATR – Judicial Hellholes 2023 / 2024   https://www.judicialhellholes.org/

6Lansing, MI

Pennsylvania Supreme Court &
the Philadelphia Court of Pleas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For those of you that may not know - Judicial Hellhole has become a technical term. The American Tort Reform Association puts out a report every year or so. Quoting from the report itself, this program has “documented places where judges in civil cases systematically apply laws and court procedures in an unfair and unbalanced manner. I call attention to this report and list because it spans the country and covers a large part of the public entity market. These venues tie in with the impact of social inflation and nuclear verdicts. CA has been in the same spot, firmly, for at least 5 years.  2023-2024 Executive Summary - Judicial Hellholes®

https://www.judicialhellholes.org/


$13.5M for CA Man's Daughter After Police Restraint Led to Death; Wrongful Death October 2023
Plaintiff was restrained by officers. Officers pinned him to the ground using their bodyweight, and he was taken to 
the hospital. He died a few days later. Jurors awarded $13.5 million.

$135M for CA Students Abused by Teacher; Sexual Abuse, Assault, & Molestation, October 2023
Plaintiffs were abused by a school teacher. They sued the school district. Jurors awarded $135 million.

$23.8M for CA Mother After Son Killed by Police; Wrongful Death, August 2023
Plaintiff's son was shot and killed by two police officers who used excessive force. Decedent had been in the 
opposite direction of the officers. Jurors awarded $23.8 million.

$16.3M for CA for Motorcyclist and His Wife After He Was Struck by SUV; Negligence, August 2023
Plaintiffs, a motorcyclist and his wife, sued after the motorcyclist was hit by an SUV. He sued the driver as well as 
the state, alleging there was a dangerous condition. His wife sued for loss of consortium. Jurors awarded $16.3 
million, with 60% fault attributed to the public entity.
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Judicial Hellholes – CA losses against Public Entities 
2023/2024

Tyson & Mendes 

https://www.tysonmendes.com/cases/


Social Inflation and Nuclear Settlements

Social Inflation
the increase in insurance 
losses caused by 
legislative, 
judicial, social and 
economic, and technical 
developments.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a term that is thrown around a lot with varying definitions. This is one that I thought was a bit cleaner than others.  This is where I’ll take a minute to point out that social inflation is different than economic inflation. Economic inflation can be planned and prepared for, and therefore can be accounted for in the underwriting process. Social inflation is unpredictable, and generally challenging to account for in the underwriting process. However social inflation is a current driver of claim activity across the country and industry.  Notably, we’ve seen the most development in California



Social Inflation and Nuclear Settlements

Nuclear Settlements
any settlement that is 
significantly 
disproportionate to what 
would be expected.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most nuclear verdicts are going to be double digit millions for things that in the past would have been single digits or under a million dollars to resolve. The average verdict in the National Law Journal’s Top 100 Verdicts more than tripled from $64 million in 2016 to $233 million in 2022.39 verdicts in 2022 of over $100m – these have been referred to as Thermonuclear verdicts.These staggering trends are now having effects on settlements. Larger settlements are being demanded and negotiated, in part to avoid the risk of nuclear verdicts in a courtroom. Nuclear settlements, not nuclear verdicts.  Plaintiffs are scared to try cases.  So instead, we are quick to settle to avoid going to court.  The National Law Journal's Top 100 Verdicts of 2022 | National Law Journal
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Statutes 
of 

limitations 
revivors

Bad faith / 
Time 

limited 
demands

Phantom 
damages 

– 
Collateral 

source

Punitive 
damages 

Pre/Post 
judgment 
interest

Third 
party 

litigation 
funding

Non 
lawyer 

equity in 
law firms

Attorney 
advertising

Joint and 
several 
liability 
tweaks

Qui tam

Non-
economic 
damages 

caps

Jury 
anchoring

Wrongful 
death 
action 
reform

Legal / Regulatory Update - 2024:  Legal System Abuse 
(a/k/a social inflation) – P&C industry state by state strategy

State of the Market – 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are all the ways these forces are impacting the market.  Some examples of this in practice are Tort caps and immunities are quick to be thrown out Claims that used to be $500k - $750k are now multi-million dollar claims. Third Party Litigation Funding is a concept that has been picking up steam over the last couple of years.  Qui Tam:  private individuals who assist a prosecution can receive for themselves all or part of the damages or financial penalties recovered by the government as a result of the prosecution



Litigation funding

Third Party Litigation Funding or Financing
Largely unregulated. Information is limited 

because disclosure is not 
required.

The lack of data. Funding is expensive and 
may deter plaintiffs from 
accepting a settlement 
offer.

Source: GAO-23-105210 - Government Accountability Office: THIRD-PARTY LITIGATION FINANCING 
Market Characteristics, Data, and Trends. Dec 2022“ February 6, 2024State of the Market – 2024 21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Third party litigation funding is when investment banks and hedge funds are providing commercial funding, mostly for mass tort litigation. This money goes to attorney advertising and payment of expert witnesses. Congress asked the Government Accountability Office to examine this in practice.  They released a paper regarding TPLFOverall, GAO concluded that:TPLF is largely unregulated.Information about TPLF is limited because disclosure about TPLF is not required. The lack of data made it difficult for GAO to conduct research for its study.That funding is expensive and may deter plaintiffs from accepting a settlement offer.GAO’s report does not go into enough detail on the realities of the impact of TPLF on insurers, insurance rates and policyholders.Requiring TPLF disclosure and otherwise increasing regulation of TPLF remains an insurance industry advocacy priority in 2024.A law to disclose litigation funding died last year in California. https://news.bloomberglaw.com/business-and-practice/california-law-suit-funding-bill-slashed-after-industry-pushback#:~:text=The%20updated%20version%20only%20requires,be%20shielded%20from%20the%20public.



Social Inflation and Nuclear Settlements

Crumbling of tort caps
and immunities

Litigation funding

Desensitization to nuclear payouts 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does all of this talk about social inflation mean for public entities.  We’ve talked about the first two in depth.  Just one more comment on nuclear verdicts.  In that they are becoming so common that we are becoming desensitized to the large verdicts we are seeing.  The more the public hears about these large verdicts, the more they come to expect them, especially in a jury box.  In efforts to battle social inflation, insured’s should look into updating their claims handling and litigation strategies. I.E strengthening their training in the area of early claim and case evaluation by focusing on obtaining the information they need early in the life of a claim to determine the best strategy, either to settle or to defend. Using focus groups and mock trials in potential high-value cases to help identify issues that, if not properly handled, could lead to nuclear verdicts in the future.



Telling your story
(1 of 3)

 Need to improve both the quality and quantity of data you are sharing
 Things are very different than they were 10 years ago!

 How do you manage your claims?
 Innovation?
 Attorney selection
 Fight or settle
 Your insurer needs to understand how your agency handles claims in this environment
 Mock trials
 Addressing nuclear verdicts



Telling your story
(2 of 3)

 Know your own loss drivers
 Focus on your loss prevention efforts
 Tools
 Training
 Third party vendors

 If you are a standalone agency
 What are your departments doing? Not just Risk Management

 If you are a pool
 What are your members doing? Not just the pool



Telling your story
(3 of 3)

 Involvement in the larger risk community
 Legislative reform
 Professional organizations
 Industry exposure
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Hot Exposures, the 
CA influence and the 
(Re)Insured Impact

Image: Maskot / Getty Images

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several critical areas plaguing the casualty markets these days. 
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Casualty Trends and Market
Increasing impact on liability exposure

Reviver Legislation and Sexual Abuse

Auto Liability

Law Enforcement Liability
Challenged 
Exposures

Current 
Climate CA Impact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll spend time touching the surface of all  these complex and evolving topics 



Law Enforcement

Changes
in law

Hiring,
Training,
Operating
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is so much depth we could get into with Law Enforcement.  As we know, even recently excessive force events continue to rock the market’s trust in this line of business.  The events ignite public outcry and exacerbate the system of nuclear payouts.As I mentioned at the top of the presentation, the labor shortage plays a large role in law enforcement recruiting.  Agencies are having a hard time recruiting officers at all, let alone quality officers that can be trained to standard policies and procedures.  Recent trends in refunding (as opposed to defunding) law enforcement agencies hope to address this challenge, but increase exposures.



Law Enforcement

 Staffing on steady decline since 2019
 Mostly resignations (42.7%) and retirements (23.6%)1

 Scaled higher than ever in 2020-21
 NYPD officers resign in record numbers in 2023 (117% increase since 2022)2

Staff Reductions

1. Police Executive Research Forum Staffing Survey, April 1, 2023
2. New York Post, March 10, 2023 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned at the top of the presentation, the labor shortage plays a large role in law enforcement recruiting.  Agencies are having a hard time recruiting officers at all, let alone quality officers that can be trained to standard policies and procedures.  Recent trends in refunding (as opposed to defunding) law enforcement agencies hopes to address this challenge but increases exposures. 
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Law Enforcement

Accreditation 
Requirements

Criteria for 
traffic stops

Investigation 
into officer-

involved 
deaths

Limit or end 
officer's use of 

qualified 
immunity 

Chokeholds & 
Neck 

Restraints

Body 
Cameras

Restricting 
“No-Knock” 
Warrants

Officer 
Intervention 

Officer 
Decertification

Policing
Reform

Calls for 
Transparency

Database for 
Officer 

Misconduct

Refunding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reform landscape is vast. These are the most common ways states are looking to change laws for law enforcement operations.  Each state is unique in its approach, tolerance, and challenges. 25 states (including Texas and Louisiana) and DC have enacted laws limiting the use of neck restraints.20 states enacted state level use of force standardsThese changes include training requirements, data collection, investigation and enhanced oversight19 states (including Texas) and DC established a statutory duty to intervene and added disciplinary measures for failing to actAt least nine states—Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, New York, Nevada, Texas, Virginia, Washington—and the District of Columbia. crafted new legal duties requiring officers to provide medical assistance or aid to individuals.Fourteen states—Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland, Minnesota, Nevada, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia and Washington—passed laws regulating the use of these warrants, required body cameras when carrying out the warrants or prohibited them altogether.Nine states—Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, South Carolina and Vermont—have mandated statewide body camera adoption. Accreditation is also becoming increasingly prominent. Many states are considering passing laws requiring law enforcement agencies to obtain State or CALEA Accreditation to maintain funding, and Connecticut, Oregon, and Florida have passed laws. CA has also banned chokeholds https://www.ktvu.com/news/california-now-bans-certain-chokeholds-but-governor-bans-other-justice-reforms
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Accreditation

Accreditation Programs by State1

1 Source: https://cops.usdoj.gov/LEA_accreditation

National Accreditation Programs

States with an accreditation program
States with accreditation programs in development
States without with accreditation program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accreditation is also becoming increasingly prominent, in both regulation and the underwriting process.Gaining attention at the Federal level – requirements for fundingMany states are considering passing laws requiring law enforcement agencies to obtain State or CALEA Accreditation to maintain status (and/or funding), and Connecticut, Oregon, and Florida have passed laws.Connecticut: By Jan 1, 2025, agencies must obtain at least state accreditation Oregon: By July 1, 2025, agencies with 100+ sworn officers must be accreditedBy July 1, 2026, agencies with 35+ sworn officers must be accredited 



California Law Enforcement Liability

Recent years in CA: Retail theft, Motor Vehicle Theft, aggravated assault (including 
assaults using firearms) on the rise.

CA Homelessness and law enforcement activities related to homelessness are on 
the rise.

Competition for qualified Law Enforcement officers continues to be fierce. 
Refunding and increases to budget to hire more officers have started to come back



Sex Abuse
Market Dynamics

Image: used under license from shutterstock.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sex abuse has quieted down some, but still has nagging effects within the market 
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2023 SOL 

Source: Child USA  https://childusa.org/2023sol/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reviver legislation continues to be a concern, but the pace of change has slowed.State laws’ windows and parameters for bringing claims vary, but most allow re-filing of civil claims previously dismissed on statute of limitations grounds. They also allow claims that are out of time to be filed for the first time. Moreover, some states have proposed extending or eliminating the statute of limitations for all child sex abuse civil claims.  We continue to underwrite this exposure and these statutes are considered during this process.In 2023 alone (as of October 18th), we saw 14 states enact New SOL Reform laws and 38 states + the fed have reform bills pending.The market continues to look for capacity, particularly in excess layers.  With some states continuing to push out statutes of limitation or eliminating them all together, support of older retro dates is being questioned by underwriters. 
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Auto Liability

AL continues to be 
driving force behind 

unprofitability of 
casualty insurers.

Push to Alternative
Fuels and Electrification

Labor shortages

Ridership

Security and
Workplace Safety

Rural Needs

Cyber

Availability of Vehicles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Auto Liability is continuing to see higher severity due to:  faster/riskier driving,  higher medical costs,  higher costs and delays with replacement parts and labor, and higher costs of rental or replacement vehiclesSpecific to transit operations there are challenges in hiring and retaining qualified, experienced bus drivers due to retirement, increase in wages, and reduction in number of routes needed.The push to effectively wean off traditional fossil fuels continues nation-wide.  The challenge for transit agencies is there isn’t a clear path on how the funding is going to come together in the future and that brings a lot of uncertainty to the industry when ridership remains down 



Hot Exposures – Climate Change

Climate Change and pressure on infrastructure and infrastructure related liability 
risks:

 Weather pattern changes are happening. San Diego floods and intense 
atmospheric river

 From wildfires in past years to historic rainfall in the present.
 Blizzards, tornadoes, and a hurricane in CA?

Additional articles
Blizzards, tornaodes and a hurricane: We lived through SoCal’s year of weird weather  Los Angeles Times

Historic California rain could foreshadow more extreme rainfall in coming weeks  ABC NEWS

https://www.latimes.com/environment/story/2023-12-11/southern-california-weather-strange-weird-abnormal-records-2023#:%7E:text=The%20first%20tornado%20touched%20down,enough%20to%20be%20red%2Dtagged
https://abcnews.go.com/US/historic-california-rain-foreshadow-extreme-rainfall-coming-weeks/story?id=106643363


Casualty Market Conditions

Capacity and Carrier
 Capacity, reduced but stabilizing
 Carriers in the space – stabilized 

Terms and Conditions
 Constricted risk appetite
 Tight terms and conditions

Limits and Retentions
 Higher retentions → loss experience
 Expiring limits

Rate
 Increases expected 
 Deceleration across all lines
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The casualty market has seen some stabilization in the market.  There isn’t an abundance of capacity, but the carriers have been stable within the space.  Retentions are going to depend on your loss experience and rate tolerance.  We’re not expecting an expansion on terms and conditions yet.  Almost all broker reports comment on PFAS – you could expect this to be part of your upcoming renewal discussionsLoss severity continues to be a concern across all industry classes, with insurers focusing on risk selection and more strict underwriting 



Aon
Q3 2023

Broker Market Rate Predictions
Casualty

WTW
Q4 2023

Brown & Brown
Q4 2023

Source: to be found in notes

Non-Auto    +5% to +20%

Auto      +10% to +15%

+1% to +10%

Non-Auto  +1% to +10%

Auto      +4% to +7%
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you can see here, it’s a little bit of a mixed bag.  A couple of things are contributing to this,  the excess market is still a little volatile, so you’ll expect to see higher rate in those layers.  Additionally,  AL continues to need rate remediation across the industry for all the reasons I noted before.  It’s also worth noting that these are full industry rate predictions.  In prior years public entity would be detailed out more in these reports.  Given the liability challenges I’ve noted, I’d expect public entity to be on the higher end of these predictions.   If you’ve experienced any of the challenges noted within your claims, you can expect to be higher.  Loss free accounts will still see some increase this year, but not to the level of the last couple of years.   ��Aon:https://assets.aon.com/-/media/files/aon/reports/2023/global-insurance-market-insights-q3-2023.pdf?_gl=1*blqare*_ga*NzYxMDE3NDA1LjE3MDcxNDgyNzM.*_gid*MzA4OTc2NDk3LjE3MDcxNDgyNzM.*_fplc*bGE0bG9FRHlBV2VUV2gwVWRsemY2eGNuQVJWdVUwRyUyRjlLblFWTVBWJTJGS29RRkJVTjZGZ1F2JTJGbCUyQmZ5anZ2Zm9VV2FlR0J2cFgxU1V3M3lwRFVZakRSWVRDYzdjam9oZ2VhMUdVam1iMmJscWlobiUyRjNjU3RRJTJGelBoMEslMkJteUElM0QlM0Q.*_ga_S2CXP61BY4*MTcwNzE0ODI3My4xLjAuMTcwNzE0ODI3My4wLjAuMA..WTW: https://www.wtwco.com/en-us/insights/2023/11/insurance-marketplace-realities-2024#:~:text=Cyber%20Rate%20prediction%3A%20-5%25%20to%20%2B5%25%20While%20market,potential%20market%20shift%20due%20to%20ever-expanding%20cyber%20threats.B&B: https://www.bbrown.com/insight/commercial-insurance-risk-management-market-trends-quarter-4-2022/ and https://www.bbrown.com/us/insight/recorded-webinar-2023-insurance-market-trends-in-review-and-what-to-expect-in-2024/



Hot Exposures – (Re)Insured Impact 

 Insureds need to be flexible and nimble
 Increased retentions/deductibles
 Understand the market forces and be ready for increased costs
 Changes in your own insurance programs/towers/structures
 Be willing to make changes and work with the carriers
 Explore new markets and new products
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Renewal Takeaways

Image: ronnarong / stock.adobe.com
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Risk Management Considerations

Review by
legal counsel

Policies and
procedures

Training to
standard

Insurance to
Value and

inspection plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before closing, I wanted to remind you of a few risk management practices that span what we’ve discussed today. First off, the importance of current policies and procedures and training to them. They should be reviewed by legal counsel at least every two years. There are a lot of changes in the law enforcement space, especially around the use-of-force and with the changing sex abuse landscape. That’s why we recommend regular legal review. Then we recommend training to those standards established within your policies and procedures and enforcing that actions are in line with set standards. For Property risks,  you’ll need to have an insurance to value story to tell.  



Summary

Market
 Increasing 

investment income
 Underwriting 

Pressure

Casualty
 Auto Liability and 

Law Enforcement 
concerns

 Social inflation 
exacerbating

 Rate increasing, 
but at slowing 
pace

CA Impact
 Tough exposures
 Tough jurisdictions 

Renewal Takeaways
 Be flexible – 

consider options
 Tell your story 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Market – increasing investment income over the last couple of years, but still pressure on UW resultsCasualty –Auto Liability and LEL continue to put pressure on the space, social inflation exacerbates this space.  Rates are increasing but at a slowing pace 



Questions

Image: ronnarong / stock.adobe.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Question 1 - I'm concerned about how to manage law enforcement for my city with the changing environment.  Are there resources I could use to help me navigate decision making? Outside counsel in your jurisdiction or that is familiar with your jurisdiction can help you stay current on the laws in your area. Partnering with a service that helps create policies and procedures.  Lexipol is one example of a partner that does this and is aware of jurisdictional challenges  Question 2 - How is Munich Re managing their risk in the current environment? Munich Re has been in the public entity space for over 30 years Our value proposition is to be a stable player in the market during any market cycle We do this through sound underwriting decisions and really getting to know our clients through long term partnershipThis strategy is how we've been in the market for 30 years and hope to be for many more



Thank you for your attention!

Lauren Tredinnick
President of Public Entity Risk Solutions
Munich Re Specialty Insurance

Image: Dean Mitchell / Getty Images

Tony Giles
General Manager
California Joint Powers Risk Management Authority
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